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Graph data closes the gap between the way humans and computers view the world. While
computers rely on static rows and columns of data, people navigate and reason about life
through relationships. This practical guide demonstrates how graph data brings these two
approaches together. By working with concepts from graph theory, database schema,
distributed systems, and data analysis, you’ll arrive at a unique intersection known as graph
thinking.Authors Denise Koessler Gosnell and Matthias Broecheler show data engineers, data
scientists, and data analysts how to solve complex problems with graph databases. You’ll
explore templates for building with graph technology, along with examples that demonstrate how
teams think about graph data within an application.Build an example application architecture
with relational and graph technologiesUse graph technology to build a Customer 360
application, the most popular graph data pattern todayDive into hierarchical data and
troubleshoot a new paradigm that comes from working with graph dataFind paths in graph data
and learn why your trust in different paths motivates and informs your preferencesUse
collaborative filtering to design a Netflix-inspired recommendation system
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Patrick T. Stingley, “Revised Review. I have revised my review upward. The authors provide an
environment for this, beginning on page 63. Having worked in this a while longer, I have spent
many frustrating nights trying to get incompatible Python and library versions to work together. I
recommend using the DataStax environment they provide rather than wasting your time setting
these things up manually.”

J. Brown, “Good for beginners, Slow for advanced. Solutions Architect with extensive database
and app experience. I found the book accurate but a bit repetitive on many points. The inclusion
of SQL equivalents was unnecessary. Fewer, to the point, words with some follow-up detail
would have been better. I liked the guidelines about how do to decide what is a vertex and what
is an edge. The authors could include some more examples of applications that require N-way
entity associations that have constraints on time. I will recommend this book. A really good start
on graph DBs.”

anonymous123456789, “Really well-written, easy to follow for a beginner. I have a fairly decent
background in SQL and some NoSQL databases. Conceptually, the concept of graphs isn't too
bad, but I was struggling on finding good examples of how to actually write queries and this book
has saved the day.This book is really well-written, both from the perspective of theory/practical
application, as well as the example Gremlin queries. I'm able to follow along using an AWS
Neptune database (Tinkerpop/Gremlin-compatible) and happy to say I am now writing graph
queries!Only though chapter 4 so far and very happy with the purchase.”

Richard C. Lewis, “Thoughtfully well done!. This book is thoughtfully well done! Not only are you
led through the thinking of Graph theory and solving problems with it, bu it provides a collection
of examples that walk you through he stages of Graph Query examples, the thinking behind
them and how to build upon your knowledge as you go through the book. If you are getting
started in Graph Theory, this book will be aa great practical guide and examples to help you
learn.”

devnull, “A must have for graph database users. Absolutely a must read book if you work with
graph databases. Clearly written, real world examples, meaty topics.”

Dave, “Wow! Graph!. I'm new to using Cassandra for graph and this book does a great job
explaining the concepts I needed to understand before moving to more technical content which
was well-written, detailed and easy to understand. Explains advanced concepts well, too. Highly
recommended.”

Rusty Nicola, “Nice book on graphs. I thought the book was well written and easy to follow which



is great since I am new to graphs. The examples were great and the explanations on why and
how they work.”

Jim Hatcher, “Excellent step-by-step guide to getting your head around the power of Graph DBs.
This book has a great mix of theory and hands-on examples with through explanations. It
explores several very powerful and relevant graph algorithms (exploring neighborhoods,
shortest path, using trees) and really paints a good picture of what business cases are good fits
for graph solutions. I highly recommend it to anyone trying to learn about the power of graph
data.”

GS, “Pure delight. Few books like Odersky's "Programmign Scala", or Percivals "Architecture
Patterns in Python", or Zaharia's "SPARK definitive guide" bring theory, and practice together in
a language that is easy to follow, yet detailed enough to not trivialise the subject.This book is a
pure delight, straight from chapter 1. As Einstein said "If I had an hour to solve a problem I'd
spend 55 minutes thinking about the problem and five minutes thinking about solutions....", this
book helps us identify, and frame the problem first before delving into solutions - beautiful, and
delightful.An ideal book to accompany Mark Newman's book on Networks :)”

Symeon, “Incredible Book. I work on Graph Databases and I found this book very helpful for both
practical and more theoretical aspects. totally recommended !”

Mohammed Ali Alawi Shehab, “An Important book for students. I am highly recommend this
book for reading. You need intermediate knowledge to understand it.”

Amiya, “Good book to start graph thinking. Book really explained how to start graph thinking, it's
more for a oltp style data gremlin.”

The book by Denise Gosnell has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 60 people have provided feedback.
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